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Abstract: This paper presents a method for searching for modified maps that are similar to a user’s query. Although
users have many different reasons for using maps, there is a method of similarity search that can support user decision-
making. Modified maps are simplified maps that are changed in some way. They are useful in terms of reflecting a
user’s specific purposes; however, there is no existing method for searching modified maps. In this paper, we propose
a system that suggests a list of similar modified maps by analyzing the features of a modified map that the user inputs.
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1. Introduction
These days, a large amount of content is available on the Web,

and we can find what we want easily by searching with a query.
As the Web has developed, a large amount of geographical infor-
mation system has been released, for example, Google maps [1],
Yahoo! maps [2], and Google Street View [3]. The expressions
of geographical data are diverse, for example, there are three-
dimensional maps, modified maps, bird’s-eye maps, and aerial
photographs. Such maps are generally called online maps. How-
ever, pre-existing online maps have some disadvantages. Most
online maps show locations that a user does not need to know,
which makes them cluttered and hard to read. In addition, it is
difficult for users to customize pre-existing online maps for per-
sonal use because it is not possible sort out location visibility.
Therefore, we focus on modified maps (Figure 1). Modified maps
are a type of map that emphasizes and omits locations on a nor-
mal map according to a user’s specific purpose. In addition, it is
easy for us to read modified maps visually, as they express only
the necessary information. Modified maps that reflect different
purposes for users currently exist.

Moreover, there are many kinds of modified maps. For exam-
ple, maps that show a route to a destination or location relation-
ships, include illustrations, and show shortest paths. As a result,
there are various types of modified maps.

Hence, in this research, our ultimate aim is to automatically
generate modified maps that reflect a user’s intentions. Such a
service, called Destination Maps, has been implemented. It was
a part of Bing Maps [4]and generated specific modified maps au-
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Fig. 1 Examples of modified maps

tomatically. However, the map generation only omitted locations
and roads based on general importance values and it did not ef-
fectively emphasize specific information, which is a feature of
modified maps. In this paper, we focus on an initial step before
the automatic generation of modified maps, which is to search for
similar modified maps. We need a method to obtain similar mod-
ified maps because similar previously modified maps enable the
system to specify a user’s interests.

In this paper, we present a method for searching for modified
maps that are similar to a user’s input map as a preprocessing
phase for automatic modified map generation. In Section 2, we
review related work. In Section 3, we present an overview of
the search system for similar modified maps, explain the search
method, and describe two databases used for this system. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe the algorithm of the search system in detail,
and in Section 5, describe the experiments, including the meth-
ods, requirements, results, and discussions. Finally, in Section 6,
we state the conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work
There are many studies related to geographical information,

especially regarding maps. The fundamental research on maps
is Egenhofer’s research, which analyzes the topological relation-
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ships of various maps focusing on intersections [5]. Further-
more, Weakliam proposed the personalization module of CoM-
PASS, which is a system that does not require explicit input from
the user, but monitors all the implicit actions of the user as they
browse maps looking for specific spatial content in terms of fea-
tures and locations of interest [6]. This research is about devel-
oping a module for personalizing maps, so our research is related
with it in terms of personalization. Tezuka proposed a method
of measuring the cognitive significances of place names and pro-
posed a simple user-friendly interface that corresponds to the di-
verse intentions of users [7]. This research implements a way to
read maps easily based on cognitive psychology, so our research
is similar with it in terms of focusing on map features that are easy
to read. In addition, Tezuka considered expanding the semantic
area of location names to focus on the concept of metonymy and
nominative particles connecting to location names on Web pages
[8]. This research differs from our research in terms of generating
modified maps in the present phase, but is thought to be similar
in terms of how to treat extracted locations on modified maps.

There are also many studies related to modified maps.
Kobayashi suggested a method for automatically generating a
street view for the analysis of emphasized geographical objects
and pre-existing modified maps [9]. In addition, Kopf presented
a system for creating destination maps to provide users a way to
navigate to a given location from anywhere in a given area of in-
terest [10]. This research is related in terms of focusing on mod-
ified maps that navigate to some destinations based on a user’s
interest. Honda presented a prototype system for the automated
generation of deformed maps based on a psychological model
in the field of cognitive maps. They focus on road deformation
and landmark relocation [11]. Casakin established a method to
schematize real spaces using a branch model and taxonomy for
making wayfinding maps [12]. Moreover, Kajita suggested a
method of relocating landmarks accompanied with road modi-
fication that depends on the orthogonalization of famous streets
with vector morphing [13]. These past studies about generating
modified maps focus on landmarks related to location display.
Personalization depending on relationships with locations of in-
terest to a user are not considered. This research differs from our
research in terms of not focusing on personalization using rela-
tionships with locations of interest to a user.

Furthermore, there is a study that does not generate modified
maps but associates real space coordinates with pre-existing mod-
ified maps. Kitayama suggested a method of inferring where lo-
cations in modified maps are located in real space corresponding
to the deformation of the modified maps [14]. Our research is an
application of their research.

3. System Overview
The proposed system generates modified maps that can match

a user’s query. This system consists of two phases. The first phase
is to search for modified maps in a database that are related to a
user’s input. The second step is to edit the chosen modified maps
from the database according to the user’s preferences.

Our research goal is to generate modified maps that match a
user’s preferences. However, in this paper, we explain the first
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Fig. 2 System overview
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Fig. 3 Structure of the two databases

phase, which is how to search for modified maps that are related
a user’s input map in a modified map database and how to create
the modified map database (Figure 2).

3.1 Modified Map Search
First, there are three possible kinds of user inputs in this re-

search: keywords only, modified maps only, and a mixture of
keywords and modified maps. However, in this paper, we explain
the main case, which is modified map input only because it is the
most primitive input.

We explain the simplified flow modified map search. This sys-
tem extracts the POIs, which are locations in the modified maps
used by the input, and weights the extracted POIs in terms of
the kinds of features written in the modified maps. From the
weighted POIs, this system creates a query vector and calculates
the similarity of the modified maps to many other modified maps
in the database.

3.2 Databases
Second, we describe two databases. In this research, we need

to prepare two databases: a location database and a modified map
database (Figure 3). In Figure 3, Ln is a specific location and
M is a specific modified map. In addition, in the modified map
database image, S is the text size feature, and I is the illustration
feature, and C is the text color feature.
3.2.1 Location Database

In this section, we describe the location database, which is
needed by the modified map database to determine a location. Its
category, latitude, and longitude, is shown in the modified maps.
In short, the location database must include five pieces of infor-
mation: location ID, location name, latitude, longitude, and cat-
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egory in order to determine what kinds of locations are shown in
the modified maps(Table1).

Then, we used the Foursquare search application programming
interface (API) for creating the location database. Foursquare
[15] is a social networking website based on geographical infor-
mation. Their Web API is published freely, and a many web ser-
vices have been developed using the Foursquare API.

Table 1 Example of Location DB
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3.2.2 Modified Map Database
In this section, we present the modified map database, which

includes displayed locations, text size information, illustration in-
formation emphasis, and text color emphasis. This system calcu-
lates the similarity of both the input and output candidates of the
modified maps in this database using these multiple features.

The modified map database is composed of vast quantities
of modified map images from web pages. The stored modified
maps are accompanied by metadata indicating what locations are
shown and how they are emphasized.

The features of almost all modified maps consist of location
names, their text size, illustrations, and the difference in text col-
ors. We focus on these dimensions to define the features of mod-
ified maps. To consider user interests from the input modified
maps, we focus on specifying which locations exist and how they
are emphasized in the modified maps. In addition, we also fo-
cus on each text color and which location illustrations exist in
the modified maps. We think these dimensions reflect a user’s
interest deeply. Hence, we have to extract these features to de-
termine the overall feature of the modified maps. To determine
which texts in the modified maps are locations or not, we rely on
a location dictionary. In this research, we use the Foursquare API
as the location dictionary.

We define all location names in input modified maps as a point
of interest (POI). A POI is a location that a user is interested in.
In this research, a POI is an extracted location name from input
modified maps. To extract the POIs, we need to determine how
to obtain the location names in the modified maps. The solution
is to use optical character recognition (OCR). OCR is the recog-
nition of printed or written text characters by a computer. This
method is also able to analyze scanned images.

First, we state how to extract the text and text size of location
names. Almost all modified maps have some text, however, it is
not always written as text information. In short, some text is often
written as image information. Hence, text information from input
modified maps must be extracted using OCR, which can obtain
the text size.

Second, we state how to extract illustrations that show loca-
tions. OCR can determine what is text and where it is in modified
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Fig. 4 Example of extracted POI and related information�������
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Fig. 5 Algorithm flow

map, so that the system can find illustrations that indicate loca-
tions using illustration cognition technology, which uses Google
image search and applies it around the text locations.

Third, we extract the text color of the location name. If the
background, which is behind the text, is a simple color, the sys-
tem can recognize the text color because it is the least frequent
RGB value in the area that is surrounded by the MBR that in-
cludes the text. In contrast, if the background uses many colors,
the system can recognize the text color because it is the most fre-
quent RGB value in the text MBR.

These three basic features are important for the automatic ex-
traction of modified map features (Figure 4).

4. Analyzing Geographical Information
There are three kinds of user inputs, however, we suggest using

modified maps, which are the most primitive type of input. There
are five steps for generating a ranking for similar modified maps.
In Section 4.1, we explain the method to extract text information
and size from modified map user input. In Section 4.2, we ex-
plain how to extract the POIs that users are interested in for some
locations from the modified map user input, and we describe the
weighting of the extracted POIs. Next, in Section 4.3, we intro-
duce how to generate the feature vectors from the POIs, and then
explain how to rank using cosine similarity. We show the flow of
this algorithm in Figure 5, where A to F are locations related to
POIs.

4.1 User Input
There are three kinds of user input in this system: keywords,
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Table 2 Example of generated feature vectors
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modified maps prepared by the user, and both keywords and mod-
ified maps. However, we describe the modified map input only
because modified maps for a natural query and are a primitive
form for finding and ranking similar modified maps.

4.2 Generating Feature Vectors
POIs have three features: the text size of the location names,

the proportion of illustrations used to display the locations, and
the text color of the location names.

The value of the location name text size is determined by the
absolute value of the deviation of the text size of all the location
names in the input modified map. The proportion of illustrations
is calculated using the number of illustrations divided by the num-
ber of all location names in the modified maps. If there are none,
the value is 0. The value of the text color of the location names
is determined using the inverse number of locations that use em-
phasized color in the modified map. These values are used to
determine the feature vectors of each modified map.

As we mentioned above, we must generate feature vectors to
find similar modified maps. These three features are treated as
vectors. The structure of these feature vectors is shown in Table
2.

4.3 Calculating Similarities
Each modified map has three features: text size, illustration

proportion, and text color. This algorithm calculates the similar-
ity of the modified map feature vectors using cosine similarity or
euclidean distance.

S im(x, y) =
∑|V |

i=1 xi · yi√∑|V |
i=1(xi)2 ·

√∑|V |
i=1(yi)2

(1)

Euclidean distance =

√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2 (2)

Here, x and y are the feature vectors of each map and V is the
number of all locations (1)(2).

From the input modified maps, feature vectors can be ex-
tracted. In addition, this system compares each feature vector of
the input modified map to all pre-existing modified maps in the
modified map database. To determine similar modified maps, this
system combines the similarity values of each feature vector of a
modified map. To combine the similarity values of each feature
vector, we use a weighted linear combination as follows.

Com S im(Mi,M j) = α ∗ S im(Mi. size,M j. size)

+β ∗ S im(Mi.illust,M j.illust) (3)

+γ ∗ S im(Mi.color,M j.color)
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Fig. 6 Modified maps which used in the experiment
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Fig. 7 Multiple features verified in this experiment

Here, Com Sim means combined similarity and α, β, and γ are
weights (3).

Afterwards, this system sorts similar modified maps according
to the highest combined similarity. Finally, the user can choose
the modified map that he/she wants.

5. Experiment
5.1 Method and Requirements

The purpose of this experiment is evaluating and finding which
combination of features can present most similar rankings of
modified maps. Figure 6 is the modified maps we used in this
experiment.

We performed experiments to verify the ranking of similar
maps using multiple features. In this experiment, we focused on
three features of modified maps: the magnitude correlation of the
texts, the illustrations in the modified maps, and the color of the
texts. The illustration features have three more dimensions and
text color features have two more dimensions internally. We show
the multiple features used in this experiment in detail in Figure 7.

To calculate similarities between modified maps, this system
need to calculate similarities with using these 6 features. The
features of deviation, illustration appearance ratio, illustration
existence, and saliency are calculated by cosine similarity. On
the other hand, the features of scalar value of the content ratio
and RGB value are calculated by euclidean distance as similar-
ity. Furthermore, We use Jaccard index as one of the comparative
features which is showing similarity between modified maps.

We determined seven rankings from this combination of mul-
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Fig. 8 Example of map that subjects evaluated

tiple features and confirmed that the similar modified maps were
sorted appropriately. We used 11 provisionally modified maps
about Kyoto that can be used as both input and output in this ex-
periment. We regarded a combination of three dimensions as a
feature vector, calculated each feature vector using cosine simi-
larity and euclidean distance, and calculated the similarity of the
values using a weighted addition. We present the final results in
the order of descending similarity. For the weighted addition, we
used a linear combination to add different vectors.

We created a location database and modified map database us-
ing real data and confirmed the proposed algorithm using these
two databases. In addition, we added an algorithm to calculate
similarity for multiple features and examined the output rankings
for the similar modified maps produced by the different combina-
tions.

In this experiment, we focused on Kyoto, which is a typi-
cal place in Japan. The location database was created by the
Foursquare venue search API and we obtained 57,449 data lo-
cations consisting of location IDs, names, latitude, longitude, and
category in this experiment. The category is given for each loca-
tion on the Foursquare map.

In addition, we used Crowd Works [16], which is a crowd
sourcing site to collect the average data of each vector and elimi-
nate bias. We obtained data from 960 modified maps because we
asked subjects to answer three questions per modified map. We
show an example of the questions that the subjects answered in
Figure 8.

We also created a modified map database by collecting 320
modified maps for Kyoto from web pages for this experiment. We
prepared three different vectors that emphasize different features.
All of the maps have different combinations of feature values. For
the magnitude correlation vector, we adopted the degree of text
size deviation. For the illustration vector, we adopted a method
that yields 0 or 1 depending on the existence of the locations and
that calculate illustration appearance ratio as average numbers of
three subjects who answer the illustration exist, scalar value that
indicates the ratio of location illustrations on the modified map.
The scalar value of the ratio of illustrations is the number of il-
lustrations divided by the number of all locations on the modified
map. For the color vector, we adopted RGB values and the in-
verse number of the total locations as saliency.

In this experiment, as the final step for creating the feature vec-
tors of each modified map, each vector was given weights. In
short, to extract the features for each modified map, we adopted a
linear weighted sum. However, in this step, we do not know what
weights are appropriate, so we set all weights to the same value.
More specifically, the weights are all one.

We asked 7 subjects to arrange modified maps in the order of
descending similarity, and defined scores on each ranking in the
way of the first is 10, the second is 9, and the 10th is 1. We re-
garded the ranking gathered in the order of descending scores as
ideal or right ranking. After we defined right ranking, we evalu-
ated which ranking made from each combinations of features is
close to right data by using Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi-
cient (4), where the difference between the value of each pair is
d, and the number of dimensions is n.

rs = 1 −
6

n∑
i=1

di
2

n(n2 − 1)
(4)

5.2 Result
Spearman’s correlation coefficient of each feature are shown in

Figure 9. As previous phase, we calculated correlation coefficient
of each features(Table 3). Moreover, we can see the large differ-
ence of rankings made from each combinations(Table 4). In the
results, each value was normalized from 0 to 1 using min-max
normalization except Illust rate similarity. The modified maps
used in this experiment are Figure 6. Map target is an input map,
and the others are output maps that were compared to the input
map.
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Table 5 Result
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5.3 Discussion
As a result, method of Jaccard index is better than other meth-

ods. Next, the combination of deviation, illust appearance ratio
and color euclidean distance is higher. We found that illust ap-
pearance ratio and color can affect similar maps. Simultaneously,
we can say the requirement of similar maps is depending on the
number of same locations in modified maps.

However in this experiment, right data was made by a few
subjects, so we have to observe scattering of subjects’ answers
by using fleiss’s kappa index. If the scattering is small among
subjects, we can say right data of this experiment is almost true.
In contrast, if the scattering is big, more number of subjects are
needed because this result may be accidentally happened. Fur-
thermore, we observe how does rankings change bu calculating
not weighted addition but multiplication of each feature vectors,
and we try other way of evaluate like nDCG. In addition, in terms
of discussions, we analyze scattering of both higher rank and
lower rank. Not only quantitative evaluation but also qualitative
evaluation is needed by noticing the semantic difference of rank-
ings.

For the features of the user’s chosen modified maps, the ex-
tent of emphases were consistent. It is difficult to find the differ-
ence and determine which features are effective for similar mod-
ified maps. We are sure that we can perform an experiment that
uses input modified maps with different features with different
amounts of emphasis.

Finally, with respect to the illustration vector, we do not know
which dimensions are effective because the order of rankings
made from the existence of illustrations and proportion of illustra-
tions features are the same. Hence, we should modify the dataset
accordingly. However, we have to be careful to add to the dataset
modified maps in which the proportion of illustrations is lower
and that have many different illustrations compared with the in-
put modified map. In short, we need to add experimental data for
which the proportion of illustrations is similar but the number and
kind of illustrations are not similar.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, using arbitrary input maps modified by users, we

proposed a search method for finding similar modified maps. We
created location and modified map databases. We calculated the
feature values of the modified map with respect to the magnitude
correlation of the texts, existence of illustrations, and texts colors
in the modified map, and conducted an experiment that ranks of
similar maps in descending order after each similarity is deter-
mined.

In future work, we need to perform another experiment that ad-
dresses the issues found in this experiment and obtain better rank-
ings of more similar modified maps. Next, to evaluate the pro-
posed algorithm, we should prepare comparative algorithms and
determine the most appropriate algorithm from an analysis and
discussion of the differences. In addition, in this paper, we inves-
tigate only the modified map input, but we simultaneously need
to designed a system that can also treat keyword input. Moreover,
we presented a method for expressing similar modified maps, and
did not present a method for generating or editing modified maps
in order to match user intentions. This is an issue we need to
consider deeply.
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